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Abstract

Engineering education in fluidics means to con-
vey the physical principles behind pneumatic
or hydraulic building blocks such as valves or
cylinders. Up to now fluidic hardware plays an
important role in this connection: Education lab-
oratories with semi-professional components are
used to build up small circuits and to perform
experiments respecting hydraulic and pneumatic
laws of nature.

Based on research and experiences in the flu-
idic engineering domain we have realized tools
for drawing, simulating, and behavior visualiza-
tion of electro-fluidic circuits. These tools aim
at a core objective within the fluidic education:
gathering experience by (riskless) experiment-
ing with fluidic and electric building blocks, thus
providing an immediate feedback when trying to
answer “what-if”-questions.
This paper outlines selected concepts of our
tools as well as of our current research in this
field.

1 Introduction
In first place engineering education in fluidics means to
convey the physical principles behind basic hydraulic and
pneumatic building blocks, such as valves, cylinders, or
supply elements. As well as that students in this field must
acquire synthesis know-how to become able to design cir-
cuits on their own; i.e., they have to learn in which way
fluidic building blocks are combined and connected to set
up a hydraulic or pneumatic system that fulfills given re-
quirements.

Till now fluidic hardware plays an important role in this
connection: Education laboratories with semi-professional
components are used to build up small circuits and to per-
form experiments respecting hydraulic and pneumatic laws
of nature.

Fluidic education can be simplified by means of soft-
ware, it can be made more cost-effective, and—not least,
there is the chance to teach additional and more complex
aspects from this field.

In the last couple of years and throughout different
projects we have been developing concepts to support the
analysis and the design of fluidic systems. Among oth-
ers these concepts include standard numerical methods and
algorithms from graph theory, which have been adapted
and improved with knowledge-based concepts or domain
knowledge.

Based on our experience we have realized the electro-
hydraulic and electro-pneumatic education toolsFluid-

SIM-H and FluidSIM-P respectively. These tools aim at
a core objective within the fluidic education: gathering
experience by riskless experimenting with fluidic building
blocks, thus providing an immediate feedback, e. g. when
trying to answer “what-if”-questions.

Our FluidSIM tools are not intended to replace the hu-
man instructor—but to complement and to enrich educa-
tion. They establish integrated environments for CAD-like
drawing, modeling, simulation, and behavior visualization
of circuits along with a close integration of didactics ma-
terial such as exercises, animated illustrations, photos,and
films1. Due to both their appealing handling on the one
hand as well as their powerful simulation capabilities on
the other, these tools found a broad acceptance in fluidic
engineering education.2

1The concepts and the integration of these didactics materials
is not a matter of the paper in hand.

2At presentFluidSIM (hydraulics and pneumatics) has been
translated into English, German, and Spanish; it runs underWin-
dows (3.1, 95, NT) and is distributed by the Festo Didactic GmbH
& Co., Esslingen, Germany.



The next section gives an idea of how to work withFlu-

idSIM using it as a fluidic building kit, e. g. when designing
circuits. The sections 3 and 4 outline underlying concepts
and current research respecting different fluidic analysis
tasks.

2 Learning Circuit Design with FluidSIM

In reality, circuit design as carried out by a designer hap-
pens within the following steps:

1. Having interpreted the given demands, a first solution
is sketched out by drawing a simplified circuit.

2. The draft circuit is analyzed by checking syntacti-
cal, geometrical, logical, and dimensional constraints.
Typical examples are open pipes, wrong connections,
the switching logic, orders of magnitude, or parame-
ter ranges.

3. According to the analysis result the current design is
modified and refined.

Step 2 and 3 are repeated until the circuit fulfills all de-
mands.

This procedure can be experienced and varied easily us-
ing FluidSIM. I. e., aside from studying physical depen-
dencies, a user can also learn the projecting procedure in
fluidic engineering.

In FluidSIM, components are selected, arranged, con-
nected, dimensioned, and simulated while the model for-
mulation process is made transparent: The information
that is necessary for the checking and simulation process
is derived from the drawing. E. g. while drawing a line be-
tween two components’ gates the appropriate pipes are in-
stantiated; during simulationFluidSIM detects, schedules,
and processes events caused by discontinuous component
state changes such as from relief valves that may open or
shut. Figure 1 and 2 depict snapshots when working in
Edit and Simulation mode respectively.            ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������

Figure 1: The snapshot shows a part of the component library
and a circuit currently edited.

            ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������

Figure 2: This snapshot shows a simulation run and the cylin-
ders’ related distance/time diagrams.

FluidSIM provides for a small electric component li-
brary to build control setups. So, given a circuit containing
electro-fluidic components and sensors, electric control se-
tups can be used to control the fluidic circuit by processing
and generating events. Figure 3 shows an example.            ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������

Figure 3:Fluidic circuit coupled with an electric control circuit.

During simulation also the user is allowed to trigger
events by operating components like switches or valves.
The related models are updated immediately in the back-
ground, thus providing the feeling of interacting with a
running system.

3 Circuit Analysis
From a physical standpoint,FluidSIM realizes a stationary
behavior simulation, which is based on nonlinear compo-
nent models. The term “stationary” relates to the pressure,
p, and, equivalently, to the flow,Q, and the first derivative
of the piston position,̇x. An implication of this simula-
tion approach is that two classes of events are to be dis-
tinguished, namely events that must be skipped and events
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that are to be obeyed.
Events of the first class are triggered either by physical

thresholds or byreactivestate changes of particular com-
ponents such as relief valves. These events can occur only
if ṗ 6= 0 or if Q̇ 6= 0. Events of the second class are trig-
gered byactivestate changes of components like cylinders,
directional valves, and switches, or by the user himself.

Hence, to directly compute the desired stationary behav-
ior of a fluidic circuit, assumptions that reason about com-
ponent states must be made. The next subsection presents
an illustrating example.

3.1 Example
Given is a circuit as drawn in Figure 4, consisting of three
cylinders with different loads, three pressure relief valves,
rv_1, rv_2, andrv_3, and the necessary supply ele-
ments. The task is to determine (i) which of the cylinders
will extend if the pump is switched on, and (ii ) the pressure
px, at the bottom of the rightmost cylinder. The additional
values, such as hydraulic resistances, pressure thresholds,
geometrical values, etc. are given.

rv_3 rv_2

rv
_
1

F=120 F=200 F=1000

p  = ?
x

Figure 4:Circuit with three coupled cylinders.

Figure 5 shows the first stationary state of the circuit
after the pump has been switched on: Among others, the
rightmost cylinder extends, and all relief valves are closed.
Exactly this situation is directly envisioned byFluidSIM.
By the way, the second stationary state is reached when
the piston of the right cylinder hits the stop and, as a con-
sequence, triggers an event.            ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������

Figure 5:First stationary state after pump is switched on.

Figure 6 takes a closer look on what has happened until
the first stationary state is reached at the timet6. In fact,
while the relief valverv_1 remains closed when the pump
is switched on, both relief valvesrv_2 andrv_3 open
and close, resulting in pressure drops as well as stalled
pressures between the middle cylinder andrv_2 and the

left cylinder andrv_3 respectively. Altogether five re-
active state changes may occur til the first stationary time
interval is entered, presumed an average detailed dynamic
simulation.
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Figure 6:A look at the dynamical development ofpx.

Of course all stationary states can be found by tracing
the derivatives of the state variables, but there are cru-
cial points bound up with the necessary dynamic simula-
tion: efficiency requests, trade-offs between correct behav-
ior and model precision, issues of transparency and expres-
siveness relating the analysis, and, not least, the complex-
ity regarding educational objectives. In this place we will
not pick up a discussion on this thread but concentrate on
the realization of a stationary state analysis.

Figure 7 shows the state space of the three relief valves
from our example. Here,mrva

andmrvb
stand for the be-

havior models of a closed and open relief valve respec-
tively; e. g. the set{mrv1a

, mrv2a
, mrv3a

} states that all
valves are closed, which corresponds to a correct state as-
signment for the first stationary state att6 in the example.
There exist 8 state combinations relating the relief valves.

closed

closed

open closed......closedopen

open
...

... {   ,   ,   }rv1m
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m
arv2 m

arv3{   ,   ,   }m
arv3rv1m

b
mrv2b

...

open

open

State of rv_1

State of rv_2

State of rv_3

Figure 7:State space of the three relief valves.

Also the cylinders provide for two distinct states—(i) an
equilibrium state,mcyla , where the balance of forces holds
between the pressure,∆p · A, the load,F , and the piston
velocity,k · ẋ, and (ii ) a stop state,mcylb , where the piston
touches one side or other of the cylinder.

At time t6 in the example, the extending cylinder is in
statemcylb while the others are in statemcyla . Hence,
the tuple{mrv1a

, mrv2a
, mrv3a

, mcyl1b
, mcyl2a

, mcyl3a
)

completely defines the state space in the first stationary
state. The total state space of the circuit contains26 = 64
elements.
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We call the construction of the correct global state vector
model synthesis: Local component models are synthesized
towards a global behavior model.

To solve the model synthesis problem, that is to say, to
find a correct state vector, it is usually not necessary to
evaluate all possible state combination. A large part of the
state space can be cut, if dependencies between particular
states are exploited, or if domain knowledge or heuristics
guide the search.

E. g., in the circuit of Figure 4 all state vectors con-
taining tuples of the form{mrv na

, mcyl nb
} or {mrv nb

,

mcyl na
}, n ∈ {2, 3}, can be discarded at the outset: Cylin-

der 2 (3) can only extend ifrv_2 (rv_3) is open. Tuples
that definephysicallycontradictory state combinations are
callednogoods.3

The next subsection further elaborates on model synthe-
sis.

3.2 Model Synthesis
Even though a circuit diagramC has a useful and definite
physical interpretation, its mathematical description can-
not be derived in an ad-hoc manner: Most components of
C are defined by asetof behavior constraints from which
the relevant ones must be selected. This problem, called
model synthesis4 here, consists of all steps that are neces-
sary to set up a global behavior model which is both correct
in a physical sense andlocally unique(cf. [Stein, 1998]).

The indeterminacy of local behavior descriptions origi-
nates from the following causes:

• Component States.Most components have different
physical states, each coupled with a particular behav-
ior description. The actual validity of a state depends
on the entire system and the actual input parameters.
Example: A pressure relief valve may be in the state
“opened” or “closed”.

• Topology.A hydraulic system’s topology can change
with a component’s state. Example: Depending on
its switching position a proportional valve connects
different parts of a hydraulic network.

• Physical Thresholds.Even for a fixed state the di-
rection or the absolute value of a physical quantity,
which is a-priori unknown, may cause different be-
haviors of a component. Example: A turbulent flow
is described by another pressure drop law than a lam-
inar flow.

3There still exist further nogoods, such as{mrv nb
, mrv3a

, },
n ∈ {2, 3}: rv_2 or rv_3 can be open only ifrv_1 is open as
well.

4There is particular research in connection with model com-
position problems (cf.[Nayak, 1992; Falkenhainer and Forbus,
1991; Iwasaki and Levy, 1993]). Note that the mentioned as well
as related work focuses on the construction or selection of ade-
quate models with respect to different tasks (simulation, diagno-
sis) or different levels of granularity. This is not the casehere: Al-
though both the task and the level of granularity are given, there
is a synthesis problem, which results from the indeterminacy of
local behavior descriptions in the hydraulic domain.

Precisely stated, for each componento in C let Mo =
{mo1

, mo2
, . . . , mok

} be comprised of thek behavior al-
ternatives ofo. If a componento has a locally unique
model, say, a pipe for instance,|Mo| = 1. LetMC be the
Cartesian product of the setsMo, o ∈ C. MC comprises
the possible global models of the circuitC, and thus,MC

defines the total synthesis search space.

To reason about the behavior constraintsmoi
of a com-

ponento, some kind of meta constraints, the so-called
model selection constraints, are needed. Example:

IF x is of type relief valve

AND x is in state open
THEN mrva

:= {QA = QB, . . .} is valid

TheIF-clause constitutes a model selection constraint,
mrva

is one of the local behavior models of the relief valve,
and “QA = QB” is a part of the behavior constraint of
mrva

. A model selection constraint is called active if its
conditions are fulfilled.

Given the concept of model selection constraints, the
search for a physically consistent model can be realized
as a cycle containing the following steps:

1. Component Selection.Select a component that pos-
sesses several states, that is to say, behavior alterna-
tives.

2. State Selection.Choose a state for this component.

3. Model Synthesis.Identify and evaluate active model
selection constraints5. Synthesize the local behavior
models to a global modelMC .

4. Simulation.Simulate the synthesized behavior model
MC by evaluating the behavior constraints.

5. Modification. In case of physical inconsistencies,
trace back to a choice point, formulate additional syn-
thesis restrictions, and set up a newMC .

Figure 8 illustrates the search process graphically: The
circuit C definesMC , from which a subset is selected
(= MC ), simulated (⇒ BC , the behavior ofC underMC),
and compared toBHyd, which stands for the universal be-
havior laws of hydraulics.

The search comes to an end if either a consistent global
behavior model is found or if no further choice point ex-
ists. Note that different components constrain the model
synthesis process in a different manner. Hence, the order
by which undetermined components are processed plays a
crucial role.

A strength ofFluidSIM comes with its powerful con-
cepts to efficiently solve the model synthesis problem.
Aside from the deployment of domain knowledge, there
are two mechanism toautomaticallycreate synthesis re-
strictions (nogoods) that cut down the search space: (i) a
topological circuit analysis, (ii ) a dependency recording
based on state assumptions.

5This type of inference is sometimes called “constraint in-
ference”, as opposed to a “value inference” process that is per-
formed during simulation,[Davis, 1987].
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Figure 8:Exploring the synthesis search spaceMC .

Constraint processing inFluidSIM encloses standard nu-
merical procedures as well as inference methods for value
propagation or rule processing. In this text will not engage
into constraint processing details; additional information
may found in[Curatolo, 1996; Stein, 1998], and[Stein,
1995].

4 Structure Envisioning
Taking the view of an experienced designer, a circuit is
more than a collection of its components—it contains a
functional structure. This functional structure is reflected
by so-called hydraulic or pneumatic “axes” and the cou-
plings between these axes. An axis realizes an independent
subfunction of a fluidic system; e. g. within a hydraulic
press all components that realize the ejector form together
a single hydraulic axis. Figure 9 shows a few examples for
hydraulic axes that have been cut free from a large circuit.

Figure 9:Examples for hydraulic axes.

The identification of the axes and couplings in complex
circuits is rather difficult for novices, and consequently
their visualization is of a great educational value. To-
gether with domain experts we have developed algorithms
that automatically envision the functional structure whena
given a fluidic circuit6.

The analysis procedure is comprised of the following
steps:

6By now the topological analysis is not an integral part ofFlu-

idSIM.

1. Graph-theoretical Formulation.Starting point is an
abstraction from a circuitC onto a simplified graph
data structureGh(C). As subsection 4.1 shows, this
data structure also forms the basis for a precise defi-
nition of the couplings between axes.

2. Preprocessing.To reduceGh’s complexity—but, in
first place, to make axes identification possible at all,
Gh is simplified by means of merging, deletion, and
condensation rules.

3. Axes Identification. Identifying a hydraulic axis
means to search for a set of nodes in the hydraulic
graph whose counterpart in the circuit realizes a par-
ticular function. For the most part the identification
of axes can be reduced onto the solution of shortest
paths problems within in the preprocessed graphGh.

The remainder of this section shows in which graph the-
ory is employed to formulate fluidic connections. A de-
tailed decription of the above procedure can be found in
[Stein and Schulz, 1998].

4.1 Graph-theoretical Formulation of Fluidic
Concepts

The topological analysis as pursued here is a matter of
graph theory, and, in the following, we will fall back on
some basic graph-theoretical terms such asmultigraph,
path, or connected component.7

A relatedhydraulic graphGh(C) of a circuit C is a
multigraph〈VC , EC , gC〉 whose elements are defined as
follows. (i) VC is a set of points, and there is a bijec-
tive mapping from the set of non-pipe components inC

ontoVC . (ii ) EC is a set of edges, and there is a bijective
mapping from the set of pipe components inC ontoEC .
(iii ) g : EC → 2VC is a function that maps ane ∈ EC onto
(vi, vj) ∈ 2VC , if and only if there is a pipe between the
components associated withvi, vj , and if e is associated
with this pipe.8

Figure 10 depicts a circuit and its related hydraulic
graph.

Figure 10:Circuit and its related hydraulic graph.

To accomplish complex manufacturing or manipulation
tasks, several hydraulic axes are coupled and play together.
Its in the nature of things that the level of such a cou-
pling can vary, from rather loosely coupled axes to axes

7We use these definitions in a standard way as specified in
[Cormenet al., 1990; Jungnickel, 1990], and[McHugh, 1990].

8We need multigraphs instead of graphs since components of
a fluidic system may be connected in parallel.
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that strongly depend on each other. Note that in order to
determine those components of a circuit belonging to an
axis A, all couplings betweenA and other axes must be
identified as such.

In particular we distinguish between informational, par-
allel, series, and sequential couplings; graph theory pro-
vides a proper means to define these couplings—Example:

Given is a circuitC containing two sub-circuitsA, B,
which realize two different hydraulic axes. LetGh(A) :=
〈VA, EA, gA〉 andGh(B) := 〈VB, EB , gB〉 denote the re-
lated hydraulic graphs ofA andB respectively. Moreover,
let V ′

A := VA − (VA ∩ VB), V ′
B := VB − (VA ∩ VB), and

let Pw,s be the set of all those paths from the working ele-
mentw to a supply elements that use no edge associated
with a control line. ThenA andB are coupled in parallel if
∃vx ∈ VX , X ∈ {A, B} such that the following conditions
hold:
(i) vx is associated with a control element.

(ii ) ∀p ∈ Pw,s ∩ V ′
x, p = (v1, . . . , vn) : ∃i ∈ {1, . . . , k}

with vx = vi.

Figure 11 gives an example.

Figure 11:Circuit containing hydraulic axes coupled in parallel.

From an engineering point of view the former definition
states that each of the axesA andB is controlled by its
own control element. The other coupling types have been
defined in a similar manner. Loosely speaking, fluidic axes
are searched by applying these definitions to the graphGh.

The algorithms for the topological analysis were evalu-
ated with our circuit library, which contains more than 150
circuits at the moment. About 95% of the axes in these
circuits can be identified correctly.

5 Conclusion and Future Work
The broad acceptance of ourFluidSIM tools has shown that
they complement and enrich the education in fluidic engi-
neering. Aside from the easy handling, one of the strong
points of the tools are their simulation capabilities: Provid-
ing an immediate feedback while riskless experimenting
with fluidic building blocks,FluidSIM encourages students
in posing “what-if”-questions.

To realize theFluidSIM approach we have developed
tailored concepts to support the analysis of fluidic systems.
These concepts include standard numerical methods, algo-
rithms from graph theory, and symbolic inference mecha-
nisms, all of which have been adapted and improved with
knowledge-based concepts or domain knowledge.

Our future work is twofold. Within educational re-
spects we are working on the integration of new features
such as structure envisioning or the coupling to external
NC-hardware. Within professional respects, research con-
centrates on the operationalization of design knowledge
within FluidSIM.
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